
Misc. Crl. (bail) Case No. 234/2021 

 

06-08-2021                         

                                           Seen the petition filed U/s.439 of Cr.P.C. seeking bail for 

accused Md. Ainul Haque who was arrested and detained in Tezpur jail 

Hazot since 18.07.2021 in connection with Dhekiajuli P.S. Case No. 400/21 

u/s 120(B)/ 365 /341/ 376/ 323 IPC and R/W sec 4 of POCSO Act. 

(corresponding G.R. Case No. 2265/21) 

     Case diary, as called for, has been received and perused the 

same. Also heard ld. Counsel for both the sides. The accused has been in jail 

since 18-7-21.  

  Brief fact of the case is that the aforesaid accused on 5-7-21 

called the minor daughter of the informant to his house at mid night and on 

the pretext of marrying her, had established physical connection with her 

and later assaulted her and drove her away.  

  Ld. Counsel for the accused has submitted that the accused 

has been falsely implicated in this case. It is further submitted that he was 

in love with the girl and it was agreed between the parties that he would 

marry the girl after she attains the age of 18 years but now the accused has 

been compelled to marry the girl and on being refused by the accused to 

marry the minor girl, this false case has been slapped against him.  

  On the other hand, Ld. Spl.P.P. has vehemently objected to 

the grant of bail to the accused in view of the seriousness of the offence 

alleged.  

  I have carefully considered the submission of ld. Counsel for 

both the sides and also perused the materials available in the case diary. It 

appears that investigation is still in progress though the statement of some 

of the witnesses have been recorded by the investigating officer.  Statement 

of the alleged victim girl has also been recorded U/s.164 of the Cr.P.C. 

which is absolutely incriminatory in nature. Therefore, considering the 

nature of statement of the alleged victim girl recorded U/s.164 of the Cr.P.C. 

and the progressing nature of the investigation, I am of the view that grant 



of bail to the accused at this stage would adversely affect the investigation 

of the case.  

  Consequently, the prayer for bail stands rejected.  

  Let the case diary be sent back.  

  Misc. case stands accordingly disposed of.     

 

 

                     (N. Akhtar) 
    Additional Sessions Judge 

Sonitpur, Tezpur 
 

 
 


